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Abstract: Stock price prediction is a challenging research problem due to various dependencies like news headlines, Twitter, microblogs,
and price history. News headlines and price history are the most significant features for predicting stock prices, which help investors
decide to sell, buy, or hold that maximizes the profits. The manual analysis of large amounts of news and price history information is
impossible. Hence, automation is required to summarize the available data for wise trading decisions. We propose an ingenious Future
Trading System Using Ensemble Deep Learning (FTSEDL) to improve the accuracy of the prediction. The objective is to develop
FTSEDL that improves the Deep learning predictive model with a new context-based clustering, CbCA, and information fusion for
an accurate stock price forecast. The CbCA filters the required features from the news datasets to generate quality datasets through
context-based clustering. Information fusion combines the two vital features of stock price prediction: news headlines and price history.
The present research experimented with six stocks, BHARATIARTL, SBIN, PNB, NXTDIGITAL, TCS, and WIPRO, covering possible
up, down, and sideways trends to improve the predictive model evaluation. The experiment data considered the stock news and price
history data from 8thAugust 2016 to 31th March 2023, i.e., 2427 trading days. CbCA achieved a homogeneity of 0.95, Completeness of
0.98, and Silhouette coefficient of 0.88. The proposed model, FTSEDL, achieved an accuracy of 91.693.09, RMSE of 13.14, and MAPE
of 0.02, which outperformed the models in the recent literature. The FTSEDL has many advantages when compared with contemporary
literature. In addition, there is vast scope to apply this concept in real time.
Keywords: Stock, Clustering, Feature Extraction, Fusion, Artificial Intelligence

1. Introduction
Stock price prediction with News sentiment analysis

is an exciting research problem. The news media dissem-
inates daily updates directly or indirectly, affecting the
stock trader’s decision [1]. News sentiment analysis became
highly influential in stock market predictions, recommenda-
tion systems, and personal portfolio management. There-
fore, the focus on news sentiment analysis substantially
increases the portfolio profits. However, the performance
of this analysis for stock price prediction depends on
challenges presented in Natural Language Processing (NLP)
and news processing.

The news contains various categories: business, profit
or loss statements, stock price, business administration
changes, policies, recruitment, achievements, welfare ac-
tivities, etc. The features are classified into two groups
based on their effect on stock price and domain knowledge.
The features like profit, loss, and achievements correlate to
stock price. In contrast, other features like welfare activities,
celebrations, and recruitment are uncorrelated to the stock
price. Analyzing these correlated features improves news
sentiment analysis. Hence, there is a need for Feature
Extraction in news sentiment analysis to extract prominent
features that affect stock price prediction.

News sentiment analysis faces a polysemy problem. In
polysemy, the word meaning changes with context. The
domain-specific text analysis suffers from polysemy. For
example, the meaning of ”bull” changes with the context. In
business-specific news, ”bull” is a critical term that reveals
the stock rise. However, this term would be classified as an
animal in general. Hence, polysemy became a significant
problem in news sentiment analysis. There is a need to
incorporate context-based learning to solve polysemy and
make news sentiment analysis reliable. Word2Vec is a
popular method that improves news sentiment analysis by
converting the sentences into meaningful embedding format
[2].

Information fusion combines information from multiple
sources to improve data quality and utilization. The stock
price history and news headlines are essential in stock value
prediction. We followed multi-source information fusion in
the proposed system to consider both datasets [3]. The deep
learning approach is robust and efficient for sentimental
analysis applications. Deep learning uses primary Deep
Neural Networks [4] like Convolutional Neural networks
(CNN) and recurrent Neural networks (RNN) [5]. More-
over, most text analytics solutions use RNN. The two basic
types of RNN are LSTM and GRU [6], and the GRU
is suitable for short text processing [7].GRU understands
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the input patterns and their correlation and determines the
sentiments. The objective of the present research is to de-
velop FTSEDL that improves the Deep learning predictive
model with a new context-based clustering, CbCA, and
information fusion for an accurate stock value forecast. Our
Major Contributions:

1) Created news datasets with information fusion using
news datasets and stock price history.

2) Proposed a new clustering algorithm, CbCA, for
context-based clustering and compared it with base-
line methods.

3) Modeled GRU Regressor for stock price prediction.
4) Integrated the CbCA with GRU for Feature Extrac-

tion.
5) The existing and proposed models were evaluated

using RMSE, MAE, and MAPE metrics.

We organized the sections as follows: Section 2 explains
the existing methods and their advantages and limitations.
Section 3 describes the theory and implementation of the
proposed work. The following section, i.e., Section 4, in-
terprets the results and discussion. Further, the last section,
i.e., Section 5, summarizes the results with the conclusion
and scope of future work.

2. Methods
A. News Sentiment Analysis for Forecasting Stock Price

News headlines disclose essential changes in the stock
market. They are prominent in quickly identifying the mar-
ket’s flow and crucial in stock price movement prediction
[8]. The stock price and business-specific news sentences
are highly correlated [9]. The previous works considered
all the business news for stock prediction without detecting
every news sentence’s significance by feature extraction. On
the other hand, stock price history plays an essential role
in forecasting the future price of a stock [10]. However, the
previous works will consider either price history or news
data for prediction. Consequently, these methods lead to
unfruitful results in predicting the stock price. The present
research incorporates close price and news data to improve
prediction accuracy. They further incorporated a Feature
Extraction method that extracts the essential news sentences
that affect the stock price so that highly correlated features
are included in input datasets.

The Sentiment analysis is used to deduct meaningful
inferences from data. Ioannis Almalis et al. applied sen-
timent analysis to analyze the sector-wise stocks using
news datasets [11]. The authors converted the sentences
into an embedding format using Word2Vec to improve the
quality of sentiment analysis. News sentiment prediction
uses business-specific news articles to convert the news into
statistical information [12], generating positive, negative,
and neutral polarities. Dictionary-based sentiment analysis
is also popular[13] for regional language news sentiment
prediction.

The Sentiment analysis meets accuracy with Feature

Extraction compared with predefined sentiment dictionaries
like Vader [14]. However, analyzing the business headlines
and clustering them based on context is challenging. In the
present research, we selected English news, the most widely
used in India for disseminating business news. The CbCA
assigns the news item to the respective cluster, enhancing
the news sentiment analysis with a deep learning model.

B. Feature Extraction
Feature Extraction is vital in obtaining the correlated

features from the dataset. Feature Extraction enhances the
news sentiment analysis by extracting the elements propor-
tionately with the stock price. Identifying similar sentences
and understanding their correlation is a challenging task
[15]. Centroid similarity [16] is an approach for short text
classification that uses the integrated framework of BERT,
LDA, and CNN. These approaches help process generic
English sentences. However, they suffer from polysemy
problems, especially in news sentence sentiment analysis.
Clustering plays a vital role in Feature Extraction. Shuang
et al. have [17] explained the importance of nouns, adverbs,
and verbs in Sentiment Analysis for generic data. Choudary
et al. have expressed that identifying the parts of speech is
necessary to understand the text [18]. Mehdi et al. proposed
a matrix factorization method named RANMF [19] for
High-dimensional text clustering. In the proposed clustering
algorithm CbCA, the news sentences were clustered based
on nouns and verbs that consider the sentence context.

C. Sentiment Analysis with Deep learning
The deep learning models are more accurate than the

statistical models in stock value prediction [20]. The deep
learning models are most suitable for Sentiment Analysis
[21], and further, they are very useful models for stock value
prediction [22] through sentiment analysis.

Anika Kanwal et al. applied LSTM, GRU, and RNN
for stock value prediction using news sentiment analysis
[23]. The approach yielded promising results, but the system
considered the uncorrelated features in news data that would
affect the system’s reliability. The proposed FTSEDL uses
GRU regression that learns the short phrases of news sen-
tences and refines sentiments when integrated with CbCA.

3. Theory and Implementation
The proposed work explains how the prominent news

feature extraction is helpful for stock price prediction.
Fig.1 describes FTSEDL architecture. First, we present
the system overview with modules, and then we go into
the details of each module. The modules of the FTSEDL
are as follows: Data Collection and Preprocessing, Feature
Extraction, and Stock Price Prediction. First, We collected
the news datasets for the stock BHARATIARTL, SBIN,
PNB, NXTDIGITAL, TCS, and WIPRO from the Times
of India, Bombay Stock Exchange, and National Stock
Exchange websites. This news database contains 18,510
sentences. Further, we extracted the stock’s historical data
sets from the NSE website.Fig.2 illustrates the distribution
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Figure 1. Architecture of the proposed model.

Figure 2. News and price history data distribution
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Figure 3. News sentences preprocessing and trigrams generation.

Figure 4. 2-layer Gated Recurrent Unit model.
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Algorithm 1 Context-based Clustering Algorithm

Input: Stock Database
Output: Set of Clusters
Begin
C1=NULL
for each i in News dict do

for each j in News dict do
if NOV(Set(Cj).Issubset(s)) then

s=set(News dict[i])
C j=set(C j).union(set (s)))

end if
end for

end for
End

of news and price history datasets. Next, the news and
historical datasets were merged based on the Date and added
to the news database. Next, Context-based clustering was
performed on the datasets to separate different news items.
Next, GRU regression was applied to news sentiments and
stock prices to predict the future stock price. Next, if the
model meets the Threshold accuracy, we consider the cluster
and sentiment for stock price forecasting. Finally, the stock
price was predicted using news sentiments and historical
stock prices.

A. Information Fusion and Preprocessing
In the News database framing, we considered the stocks:

BHARATIARTL, SBIN, PNB, NXTDIGITAL, TCS, and
WIPRO. We collected historical close price data for 2427
working days of NSE, i.e., 8th August 2016 to 31st March
2023 with 14,562 records. In addition, we collected the
news from the Times of India and the National Stock
Exchange. Then the stock’s historical price data is mapped
with news data based on the new Date. Finally, the News
database represents time series data with news and the stock
price. The dataset size for six stocks is 18,510. Fig. 3
illustrates the process in each stage. After preprocessing,
all the sentences were converted into trigrams to train the
2-GRU for context-based learning.

B. Context-based Clustering
The CbCA algorithm performs context-based clustering

on the trigrams obtained from the preprocessing steps.
After preprocessing, the trigrams consist of nouns, verbs,
adverbs, adjectives, and the like. The CbCA algorithm
checks for common parts of speech tags between sentences
for grouping. Algorithm 1 explains the working of CbCA,
generating clusters from a given news database and the
result. The s denotes the trigram sentence in the news
database. It checks for Set(C j). Issubset(s). The statement
results true if the C j subset or equals to s; else, results false,
Where the C j represents the jth cluster and s represents the
news sentence.

C. Gated Recurrent Unit
The GRU is the most suitable deep neural network

for regression on textual data. Fig. 4 shows the layered
architecture of GRU. The FTSEDL uses the stacked GRU
with two layers as a learning model that trains and tests the
trigrams to find the stock’s price. The input vector is a set
of trigrams converted into given dimension vectors using
Word2Vec embedding, suitable for context-based learning.
For example, the trigram ”tcs hike fix” is represented in
3 X 100 for a given dimension of 100. Then, it is passed
to the two layers stacked GRU layers. The Xt

i shows the
input vector at time t, and Y t

i Shows the predicted output
vector at time t. The h j

i Represents the hidden weights
forwarding the intermediate outputs. The output vector from
the GRU layers is passed to the Regression Layer. Then, the
Regression Layer performs the multi-step prediction based
on the given time step for the stock price prediction. Here,
the time steps explain how often the GRU needs to look
back to predict the future value.

4. Results and Discussion
This section contains the experimental process, proposed

model results, evaluation, and baseline model comparisons.

A. Experimental Process
The preprocessed datasets were given as input to the

CbCA algorithm that produces clusters. These clusters were
trained with GRU, and the GRU performance for each clus-
ter was found. We repeated the experiment for 100 epochs
and selected clusters greater than the threshold value. The
threshold is considered to be 85% for choosing the models
with considerable accuracy. Hence, we combined these
clusters to predict the stock value.

Homogeneity = 1 −
H(YTrue | YPredicted)

YTrue
(1)

Completeness = 1 −
H(YPredicted | YTrue)

YTrue
(2)

S ilhouette Coefficient =
(MNCD − MICD)

(Max(MNCD − MICD))
(3)

where MNCD: Mean Nearest Cluster Distance
MICD: Mean Intra Cluster Distance

RMS E =

√∑N
i=1(Actuali − Predictedi)2

N
(4)

MAE =
1
N

N∑
i=1

|Actuali − Predictedi| (5)

MAPE =
N∑

i=1

∣∣∣∣∣ (Actuali − Predictedi)
Actuali

∣∣∣∣∣ (6)
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Figure 5. The predictive model performance for the six stocks with sideways, up, and down trends with the testing dataset.

Figure 6. The predictive model’s performance measurement using the RMSE metric.
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TABLE I. An instance of fused information obtained from the news and price history datasets

Date Stock Close price (Rs) Trigrams

17-Apr-21 SBIN 339.9 statebankofindia private bank, private bank seen, bank seen race,
seen race card, race card business

18-Apr-21 SBIN 339.9 statebankofindia pharmacist recruitment, pharmacist recruitment apply,
recruitment apply online, apply online vacancy

20-Apr-21 SBIN 329.5 statebankofindia say charge, say charge zero, charge zero balance,
zero balance account, balance account prior, account prior reasonable

24-Apr-21 SBIN 336.45 statebankofindia cut growth, cut growth vijay, growth vijay mallya,
vijay mallya say,mallya say money, say money owes, money owes indian,
owes indian bank, indian bank public, bank public money, public money cannot,
money cannot made, cannot made bankrupt

25-Apr-21 SBIN 336.45 bihar suffer crore, suffer crore financial, crore financial loss, financial loss covid
27-Apr-21 SBIN 353.05 statebankofindia clerk exam, clerk exam registration, exam registration begin

Figure 7. The predictive model’s performance measurement using MAE metric.

TABLE II. Evaluation of Cluster models

Clustering Model H C S

CbCA 0.95 0.98 0.88
RANMF 0.90 0.92 0.86
K-means 0.88 0.82 0.70
Agglomerative 0.31 0.34 0.58
Birch 0.44 0.48 0.52
Mini Batch K-means 0.4 0.42 0.60
MeanShift 0.3 0.55 0.52
OPTICS 0.72 0.57 0.44
Spectral 0.46 0.57 0.21
GMM 0.46 0.51 0.46

B. Metrics for Evaluation
The metrics Homogeneity, Completeness, and Silhouette

coefficient are measured using 1 to 3 to evaluate the clus-

tering and other baseline clustering methods. Homogeneity
represents the closeness of a cluster. The resultant value
one stands for 100% homogeneity. Cluster completeness
determines that all the points that belong to the same cluster
are assigned to the same class. The resultant value one
stands for 100% labelling. To evaluate the existing and
proposed models with metrics, accuracy, MAE, RMSE, and
MAPE using 4 to 6.

C. Information Fusion
The news and price history datasets were combined

to create the fused information. In this process, feature
selection is applied to price history datasets to select the
prominent features close price and Date. Feature extraction
is applied to preprocess news data sentences to obtain
trigrams, as shown in Fig. 3.In the next step, the close price
and trigrams of specific stock were mapped with Date. This
step results in datasets with (Date, Close price, Trigram)
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TABLE III. The model performance on stock datasets

Model name Phase/Stock BHARATIARTL SBIN PNB NXTDIGITAL TCS WIPRO Average

CbCA+ GRU
Training 85.66 87.46 74 78.63 80.91 79.45 81.09
Validation 77.23 74.55 72 72.45 78.39 71 74.27
Testing 79.03 77.31 74.52 74.6 74 76.2 75.94

CbCA+GRU
Training 93.23 91.64 93.14 92.24 93.6 93.62 92.91

2-Layers
Validation 89.55 88.47 90.56 89.22 89.29 89.65 89.46
Testing 91.21 90.81 92.18 91.61 91.27 93.09 91.69

CbCA+GRU
Training 86.23 86.15 78 75.12 80.38 79.22 80.85

with 3-Layers
Validation 81.43 78.13 71.11 70.12 71.21 74.18 74.36
Testing 86.32 79.5 72.14 72 74.9 76.14 76.83

TABLE IV. The model performance on clustered datasets

Metric Phase/Dataset NC1 NC2 NC3 NC4 NC5 NC6

Accuracy
Training 94.41 92.72 94.7 93.16 63.00 65.25
Validation 92.2 89.28 91.26 89.86 38.34 41.69
Testing 93.34 91.8 92.18 92.19 46.78 57.13

Loss
Training -44.31 -39.13 -34.22 -36.05 -52.42 -69.46
Validation -68.1 -55.44 -47.49 -62.44 72.68 35.92
Testing -73.24 -63.23 -58.91 -63.06 49.42 -2.24

Model Accuracy ≥ 85% Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

TABLE V. The model performance on stock datasets with and
without feature extraction

Stock news Cluster Accuracy Accuracy
dataset size (%) (%)

without FE with FE

BHARATIARTL 5 79.21 91.4
SBIN 6 83.82 92.04
PNB 6 87.40 91.11
NXTDIGITAL 6 83.70 91.89
TCS 6 86.82 90.6
WIPRO 7 78.52 93.09

pairs. Some example fused information is shown in Table
I.

D. Comparing CbCA with Baseline Methods
The stock datasets were clustered using CbCA and

Kmeans, Agglomerative, Birch, Mini Batch K-means,
MeanShift, OPTICS, Spectral, and GMM. These methods
were evaluated using cluster metrics, Homogeneity (H),
Completeness(C), and Silhouette coefficient(S). Table II
shows the summary of the methods. CbCA outperformed
the baseline methods in clustering with a homogeneity of
0.95, Completeness of 0.98, and Silhouette coefficient of
0.88.

E. Prediction using Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU)
The GRU models were trained and tested with the

stock datasets: BHARATIARTL, SBIN, PNB, NXTDIGI-
TAL, TCS, and WIPRO. Table III summarizes the model’s

performance for 100 epochs. Here, the testing accuracy does
not fall beyond the training accuracy for all the models,
showing that all three models performed without overfitting.
The 2-GRU accuracy is 91.69%, i.e., GRU with two layers
outperformed the GRU and 3-GRU. In 2-GRU, the number
of layers selected reduced the system’s complexity without
compromising the learning model performance. 2-GRU is
a quick learner compared with 3-GRU and performs better
when compared with GRU and 2-GRU.

F. Feature Extraction Performance
The GRU models are trained with the news clusters.

After careful observation, a Threshold value of 85% im-
proved the model performance. Hence, we selected clusters
greater than or equal to the Threshold value. Table IV
describes the summary of these results. In this case study,
the clusters NC1 to NC4 satisfied the Threshold value.
Hence, these clusters were included in the training dataset
to train the 2-GRU Regressor. We measured the model’s
performance with the original news database with and
without feature extraction for six Indian stocks. Table V
shows the summary of the results. The model performance
significantly improved with feature extraction.

G. Performance Comparison
The FTSEDL performance was evaluated and compared

with baseline models for the News database dataset. Fig.
5 illustrates the existing and proposed predictive model’s
performance in stock value prediction. Fig. 6 to 8 shows the
evaluation models evaluated using metrics RMSE, MAE,
and MAPE. The results showed that the proposed FTSEDL
models outperformed the other baseline models with an
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Figure 8. The predictive model’s performance measurement using MAPE metric.

MAE of 3.09, RMSE of 13.14, and MAPE of 0.02. Ex-
tracting the sentences containing the prominent features that
affect the stock price is crucial in enhancing the model’s
learning. The performance of the sentiment analysis is
affected by the domain and the language.

5. Conclusion
The present work highlighted the trading model for

future societal use. It emphasized the need for information
fusion in stock value prediction. The experimentation is
done with six stocks that cover three trends up, down,
and sideways from 8th August 2016 to 31st March 2023.
The information fusion improved the quality of the input
news headlines and price history. The novel CbCA played
a crucial role in clustering domain-specific data and outper-
formed the baseline clustering methods. CbCA achieved a
homogeneity of 0.95, Completeness of 0.98, and Silhouette
coefficient of 0.88. The proposed FTSEDL achieved an
MAE of 3.09, RMSE of 13.14, and MAPE of 0.02.

The 2-layer GRU regression with feature extraction
resulted in an excellent performance of 91.69% compared
to other GRU models. Clustering the datasets for every new
attempt increases the model’s run time. Sometimes, the data
availability is questionable due to changes in the website
policies. Hence, clustered data requires the support of a dic-
tionary so that correlated terms can be considered standard
vocabulary that minimizes the computational complexity
and reliability of the model. In the future, the FTSEDL can
be extended with dictionary-based deep learning to enhance
the performance of the stock value prediction model.
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